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Getting the books His Lovers Vows Mpreg Romance My One Night Stand Series Book 4 now is not type of challenging means. You could not solitary going gone book gathering or library or borrowing from your links to gain access to them. This is an agreed simple means to speciﬁcally acquire
lead by on-line. This online proclamation His Lovers Vows Mpreg Romance My One Night Stand Series Book 4 can be one of the options to accompany you once having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. acknowledge me, the e-book will no question publicize you new thing to read. Just invest little grow old to contact this on-line notice His Lovers Vows Mpreg Romance My One Night Stand Series Book 4 as skillfully as evaluation them wherever you are now.

SANTOS JAX
His Lover's Vows Tabatha Austin
A desperate young alpha. An older alpha with a hero complex. A forbidden love that can't be denied.Young Xan Heelies knows he can never have
what he truly wants: a passionate romance and happy-ever-after with another alpha. It's not only forbidden by the prevailing faith of the land, but
such acts are illegal.Urho Chase is a middle-aged alpha with a heartbreaking past. Careful, controlled, and steadfast, his friends dub him oldfashioned and staid. When Urho discovers a dangerous side to Xan's life that he never imagined, his world is rocked and he's consumed by desire.
The carefully sewn seams that held him together after the loss of his omega and son come apart-and so does he.But to love each other and make a
life together, Xan and Urho risk utter ruin. With the acceptance and support of Caleb, Xan's asexual and aromantic omega and dear friend, they must
ﬁnd the strength to embrace danger and build the family they deserve.This gay romance novel by Leta Blake is the second in the Slow Heat universe.
It's 130,000 words, with a strong happy ending and a well-crafted, non-shifter Omegaverse. It features alphas, betas, omegas, male pregnancy, heat,
and knotting. No cheating. Content warning for brief sexual violence.
An MM Shifter Romance Entangled: Scorched
Go back in time, to a distant world where Vikings ruled and dragons soared above, where a man could dream of a Viking Lord or a Dragon King taking
him as his mate. In this collection, you will ﬁnd two complete trilogies and a hot and heavy stand-alone story. A great price for such a dark and
salacious collection.This Mega Bundle Contains: His Fire: The Complete TrilogyGay Viking Dragon Shifter Mpreg RomanceErlendr, a young Viking
warrior, is faced with a choice. Go as a hostage with the powerful and mysterious Dragon King Kolbeinn, or risk the lives of his people. He chooses to
submit to the virile alpha Dragon King, to return to the King's castle with him, and to serve him in his war...and in his bed. Now, all together as one
complete book, the 24,400 word collection of the His Fire series! Follow Kolbeinn, the strong, virile, Dragon King , and Erlendr, the young Viking
warrior, as they come together in heat and in battle, mating and ﬁghting for the future of their kingdom! His Treasure, His DesireA Gay Historical
Fantasy Dragon Shifter RomanceSignor's village lives in the shadow of the mysterious dragon that lives in the mountain...and demands animal
sacriﬁces. They get along well enough, until the dragon demands a human. The brave, bold, and handsome, but lonely Viking warrior Signor
volunteers himself, and promises he people that he will either die, or slay the dragon. He has never been able to ﬁnd a male lover to share his bed,
and chooses to sacriﬁce himself so the rest of his village, those with family ties, can live.But when he arrives at the top of the mountain, instead of
facing a dragon and his certain doom, he ﬁnds what appears to be a man, who says his name is TTyros. The strong, hot and handsome, dragon shifter
subdues Signor and draws him into his cave, for reasons of lust and desire that Signor can only guess at. They are drawn to each other like moths to
ﬂame, but will the ﬁres of their burning desires ever be satisﬁed?The Salt of His Seed: The Complete TrilogyThe battle goes sour for a handsome
young viking. Leif, a powerful Viking warlord, spares him on the ﬁeld and claims him as his captive. What the new thrall will soon discover is that the
brutal, alpha Viking has taken him not so the thrall can wait on him, but to have a captive to warm his bed and serve his every need. Go back in time,
to a world where men were ruthless warriors, and follow the Viking Warlord and Einarr's romantic journey from enemies to lovers...and beyond in this
15,700 word complete collection of the three The Salt of His Seed books!
Tales from the North Independently Published
Oﬃcer Hector Castillo, a sniper on Houston's elite SWAT team, is content living alone as a perpetual bachelor. But when he opens up his small
apartment to a friend in need, their close quarters awaken long suppressed desires Hector can't help but acknowledge. Miguel Delgado's unfortunate
detour down a road he never intended to travel ends in a big wake up call, but he vows to get himself back on track. Though he's always looked up to
Hector, Miguel isn't a kid with hero-worship anymore, and his schoolyard protector has matured into a strong and caring man - who happens to look
damn sexy in his SWAT uniform. Though their physical attraction to each other is undeniable, Hector and Miguel try hard to resist and protect their
friendship. Until one night changes everything... A Sniper's Devotion is a loving and sexy, friends to lovers erotic romance. Hector and Miguel's story
is part of the Cuﬀs, Collars and Love series, but it is a stand-alone novel.
Reckless Kiss Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Hunted by the crown, Prince Edward of Cassia struggles to adjust to his new reality. His consort and lover Percy is pregnant with their child. Their
friend, Abelard Reynard, a former captain in the Royal Guard, never strays far from Percy or Edward, determined to keep them both safe. Edward, no
stranger to hard work, is still at a loss when the hardship of a life on the run catches up with them. Percy's pregnancy progresses at a rapid rate, and
the palace guards are always a step behind. It takes Reynard's skills from his secretive military career, an unexpected ally from within the Cassian
Dynasty, and the love between Percy and Edward to keep the three of them safe as Percy's time draws near. Keeping themselves safe and together
may have been their goal originally, but as the trio travels across Cassia, through the garbage-strewn alleys of abandoned hamlets, to the opulence of
the nobility's drawing rooms, the eﬀects of their journey leave behind a lasting impression. A rebellion is brewing in Cassia...sparked not from the
lashes of oppression and cruelty, but born from love and a desire to see all of humanity treated as equals.
Lawful Mates Harlequin
When it comes to love - what is really important? Neurodiverse Jesse loves pop culture and the animals he cares for in the pet store. Drew is a high

school teacher who has written a book on American poetry and loves Shakespeare and classical music Drew has a history of making bad relationship
choices. Until one day, he encounters an intriguing young man with a beautiful smile: Jesse. How can their relationship survive when everyone around
them constantly reminds them of the diﬀerences separating them? When one of Drew's bad choices from the past shows up, it sets in motion a
confusing and heartbreaking chain of events that tests their relationship. How can Drew and Jesse prove to their friends and family that what brings
them together is stronger than what sets them apart? Can they demonstrate that sometimes, when it comes to love, the most important thing in the
world is a smile? Jesse's Smile is a standalone MM romance featuring a slight age gap, hurt/comfort, opposites who attract, and a very sweet young
man ﬁnding love in a world that doesn't consider him worthy of it.
The Prince's Consort Xan Collins
When Luca ﬁnds himself pregnant with Marcus's baby, can he win the ﬁght for his life and that of his unborn child?
The Alpha Jaguar's Feisty Mew Mews Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The darker the love … the sweeter the pain … Bruce Anderson has a dark past. He was forced to move away and abandon all of his relationships
when his lover, Marshall Grady, threatened to expose him in a ﬁt of jealous rage. One of those relationships was with Jackson, Marshall’s son. That
was years ago, and Jackson is nineteen now. He’s in college and is trying to make a life on his own. It’s hard, though. He doesn’t have much money
and is forced to live oﬀ of the help of others when he runs away from his controlling father. When Jackson ﬁnally gets to know Bruce again after so
many years, he’s thrilled, but he’s also scared because he has thoughts and feelings he can’t control. When he was younger he’d always thought of
him as a father ﬁgure, and now he sees him as the kind of lover he desperately needs … a Daddy. When Bruce takes Jackson into his home the
tension becomes very intense, because Bruce has deep feelings for Jackson as well. Secret feelings he vows never to ever act on. Jackson knows
Marshall spied on him. He says it was to protect him from Bruce, but Jackson ﬁnds out that most of the things his dad told him about Bruce were lies.
Bruce doesn’t dare tell Jackson everything though … because he knows full well there is some truth mixed in. Bruce has dark desires that he has tried
to suppress for years, but his secret feelings for Jackson bring them all up to the surface. He can’t stop thinking about the young man and all the
things he wants to do to him. But the last thing Bruce wants is to hurt Jackson, who he used to mentor and care for. The closer Bruce and Jackson
become the harder it is to deny their deep connection. But Bruce cannot let himself go. He know’s if he loses his grip the sadistic Dom side of him will
emerge and he will lose all control. He knows no matter how much Jackson begs and pleads he won’t be able to stop himself from his desire to inﬂict
pain and suﬀering on the young man he loves so deeply. Sugar Daddy: A Dark M/M Age-Gap Romance was previously published under a diﬀerent title
by X Collins, and has been extensively rewritten and edited. This version is a dark romance of 44,000 words with themes of BDSM, humiliation, agegap, and 24/7
The Aliens and Their Omega (Male Pregnancy Gay Science Fiction) Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Calvin I want babies. Lots of them. But my boyfriend, Dale, doesn't. He wants to be free of all responsibilities. I'm an omega who is curious about the
world. I don't want to be constrained in the caste system my clan has set up. Arguing with Dale about the future of our babies, a large, powerful werejaguar leaps in front of the car and Dale is unable to avoid him. The moment I saw the poor thing, I fell in love with him. Something about his scent
pulled me to him. But I wasn't ready for another domineering alpha. I already had one. Until Dale showed his true colors. Now I must help my beloved
and clan escape from the same men who stole Jason's memories. Will Jason get his memories back? What will I do if he turns out to be like all the
others. I don't know if I can raise all these babies myself. Jason I'm a Jaguar on the run. I know not who I'm running from or where I'm running to. My
memories have been stolen from me. I vow to recover them. But ﬁrst, I must shake oﬀ these infernal hounds nipping at my heels. I sprint to the main
road, hoping beyond hope that I can ﬂag someone down who can spirit me away from this madness. But I mis-time my leap and - completely
exhausted - can not avoid the oncoming car. Darkness envelops me. This story contains an HEA, Mpreg, and babies at the end. Cute babies.
Insuﬀerable little tykes that get into all sorts of trouble.
Mated to the Alpha [Full Collection] Open Pollinated Productions LLC
A beloved historical romance by New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeﬀries. Miss Katherine Merivale desperately needs to marry, to gain her
inheritance and help her ﬁnancially stricken family. Her old childhood friend is the perfect solution, if only he’d propose! Notorious rake Alexander
Black, Earl of Iversley, desperately needs a wealthy bride—and he’s not about to let some lackluster suitor stand in his way to this rich prize. But
when he seduces Katherine in the moonlight, he intends only to capture her heart—he never expects to be captured in return.
The Vampire's Wolf FireHive Media
A lost bunny teams up with a rascally, streetwise puppy to ﬁnd her way home in this adorable friendship story set in New York City. Laura Rodriguez's
pet bunny, Evie, is kind of a star: She's the mascot of the Rodriguez family's corner bodega in Harlem. Local residents stop by the small store every
day just to see Evie. And even though people tend to make Evie nervous, Evie knows she's safe as long as Laura is around. But when Laura and her
family go out of town for a few days, Evie suddenly ﬁnds herself in unfamiliar surroundings. Laura couldn't have meant to leave Evie with the snooty
Mrs. Vanderwaal, could she? Frightened, Evie makes a run for it, determined to ﬁnd her way back to the bodega - even though she has no idea where
she is. All she knows is that she's in a vast green park in the center of New York City. That's when Evie meets the streetwise Bart, a stray Shiba Inu
pup who is perfectly ﬁne being on his own. He doesn't need an owner, thank you very much. Together, this unlikely duo embarks on a journey to
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cross Central Park, encountering countless tourists, dastardly dog catchers, and other animals. It's a long way, but if they can set aside their
diﬀerences and work together, then maybe - just maybe - they can ﬁnd their way home.
The Omega's Alpha Easily Distracted Media
Learning to love is the best lesson of all. Omega owl shifter Ryan is slowly adjusting to life at River's Edge. After being rescued from impending
slavery, he's happy to be free. Now it's time for him to stand on his own two feet, and to do that, he needs to ﬁnish his education, something his
parliament had forbidden. His future as sold property was sealed with his ﬁrst shift. Alpha wolf shifter Alden loves being a teacher at River's Edge
High. If only he didn't go home to an empty house each night. Wolves were pack animals, and being without one is rough on his shifter side...not that
going back is an option. When the local sheriﬀ asks Alden to help the town's newest residents, he's more than willing to devote his time. He knows all
too well what it's like to escape an unhealthy pack. The last thing he expects to ﬁnd is his mate. Owl Love You is a sweet with knotty heat M/M shifter
mpreg romance featuring an owl shifter rebuilding his life, an alpha helping in the only way he knows how, the power of a found family, true fated
love, old friends, and an adorable little baby. This is the ﬁfth book in the popular River's Edge Shifters series brought to you by the co-writing team of
Lorelei M. Hart and Aria Grace and can be read as a standalone. If you love knotty fun, true love, and your mpreg with heart, one-click today.
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Three mates. One set of parents set on breaking them apart. And one interview nobody is going to forget any time soon. Nathan The day started oﬀ
so well, I went to see a house I was interested in and even put an oﬀer on it. I just want a place where we can be together as a family, somewhere we
can be safe. So I didn’t expect it to end sitting in a chair, on a stage, about to be interviewed on live TV… Zeke After a couple of days of quiet, my
mom reached out to me again, demanding I go with them or they’ll ruin my friends and family. I can’t let that happen. I really can’t. But, sitting in
these bright lights, I’m not so sure this is the right way to go about that… Wes There is no way I’m going to let anyone hurt my family, no way. But I’m
also not going to allow anyone use my crappy past to vindicate their actions. The best defence is an oﬀence, right? This is the ﬁfth novella about
Alpha Nathan and Omegas Zeke and Wes in Omegas’ Destined Alpha, which takes place in the non-shifter Omegaverse Mates World and contains
mpreg (male-pregnancy).
Taken by a Trillionaire Scholastic Incorporated
Two men haunted by the same ghost... Falling for "the other man" in my marriage was never part of the plan. Then again, according to Nicolae
Ursache, I am the other man, and human wedding vows don't apply. Not to werewolves. Nicolae is a smug, arrogant alpha male stereotype--and I do
mean alpha in the literal sense--but when the same people who killed my wife kidnap my teenage daughter, he's my only chance at getting her back.
The fact that Nicolae was my wife's rightful mate means that we share a mutual interest in bringing Ellie home, but I never could've imagined how he
planned to do it. I will do anything to protect my daughter. Even if it means becoming the plaything, or worse, of the man I loathe most. - This dark
shifter romance contains material suitable for adult audiences only. It is a standalone with full resolution. **NOTE: There is no mpreg in this
universe.** 18+ readers only.
Second Chance Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
River's Edge Shifters #3Sometimes the past holds your future...Omega otter shifter Doc loved his adopted son and wanted to protect him from his
past. But when the boy's past ﬂings itself at him in the form of a series of letters, Doc is faced with the heart wrenching decision of either ripping open
old wounds or keeping unforgivable secrets from the child. Rabbit shifter Levi hates his life as Alpha of his Colony. Put there by birthright and held
there by his past, he has no choice: If he leaves, they will kill his one true mate. Rabbits were brutal like that. When the colony is all abuzz with word
of a stranger in town, Levi doesn't expect an otter and he certainly doesn't expect the man to be the bearer of both the worst and the best news of his
life: His mate was gone and he had a son. And he most deﬁnitely doesn't expect to have his rabbit announcing the man as his mate.Otterly in Love is
a sweet with knotty heat M/M shifter mpreg romance featuring an otter shifter looking out for his son, a rabbit shifter who fears he isn't strong enough
to ﬁx the wrongs of his path, an evil sheriﬀ who won't stay gone, a boy who in some ways has more to teach his fathers then they have to teach him,
true fated love, and an adorable little baby. This is the third book in the River's Edge Shifters series brought to you by the co-writing team of Lorelei
M. Hart and Aria Grace and can be read as a stand alone. If you love knotty fun, true love, and your mpreg with heart, one-click today.
Hidden Truths Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
My heart's about to get wrangled in Chad's wicked little game. I left behind my countryside hometown of Spruce, Texas and my teenage tormentor
Chad Landry to start over, pursue a career, and make a new name for myself. Fast forward ten years, and I'm back in Spruce for my high school
reunion to confront my past and to face the boy who made my teen years hell. I'm no longer the vulnerable teenager I once was, and I'll guarantee
you this: Chad won't have any power over me. But all the mental preparation in the world couldn't possibly prepare me for the sight of the hot,
gorgeous, and hunky rancher that Chad has become, nor the secret he's been waiting ten long years to tell me. Chad's got things to say. And I've got
a score to settle. Someone's poor little heart is about to get wrangled in a game it is sure to lose. NOTE: Though the story addresses past bullying, it
contains no actual bullying or violence. "Wrangled" is a small-town, enemies-to-lovers romance loaded with humor, high romantic tension, and
southern sass. *** This is a southern male/male romance set in the same ﬁctional small town as "Football Sundae", "Born Again Sinner", and
"Heteroﬂexible". Though this book takes place between the last chapter and the epilogue of "Heteroﬂexible", it can be read entirely on its own. Read
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all the books set in Spruce, Texas! Football Sundae Born Again Sinner Heteroﬂexible Wrangled
Remembering Love: An Accidental Pregnancy Romance His Lover's VowsMpreg Romance
In a world where humans are genetically designed, altered and sold for pleasure and breeding, a young prince of the powerful Cassian Dynasty
decides to take a mate and sire heirs. Not wishing to saddle himself with royal and meddlesome in-laws, and a wife he would have no desire to bed,
Prince Edward goes to Heritage Breeders, and ﬁnds far more than just a warm body to carry on his lineage. Percy is the result of a master DNA
architect designing himself his own personal slave and breeder. Yet when his creator and Master dies, leaving Percy alone at the mercy of the callous
stable masters and the new owner of Heritage, he fears his future. Afraid he'll be bought by a wretched old man or a deviant monster, Percy is
terriﬁed when he is dragged from his cell and presented to the most prestigious client Heritage has ever welcomed...a Cassian Royal. Prince Edward is
immediately infatuated with the shy, nervous and enchantingly beautiful Percy, and claims him for his own. Yet not everyone is pleased by a royal
purchasing a breeder, especially one like Percy, and tensions rise both in Heritage and in the palace. Torn between need, duty, a king's command and
the innermost desires of their hearts, Edward and Percy are set on path that is anything but easy. Can Percy trust Edward with his heart as he does
his body? Can Edward keep an angry king and unseen enemies away from the young slave who is steadily stealing his heart? And what happens when
Nature takes its course, and Percy's true purpose is fulﬁlled?
Getting Real Dreamspinner Press LLC
Princess Kinsey has been given four Alpha slaves, and she must choose one to impregnate her. Aubrey, a She-Alpha, was sold into slavery at an early
age due to her misunderstood "degenerate" nature. Trapped in the Tharnstone Castle, Aubrey has a chance to win her freedom, if she can show her
Alpha's worthiness and be chosen to impregnate the princess. But when she learns the Alpha will be forbidden to see the child, she considers the real
cost of freedom. Kinsey will one day be the Omega queen of her father's kingdom, but ﬁrst she must provide an heir for the House of Wymarc. All she
must do is pick an Alpha, despite her aversion towards them. But she soon discovers there's more to some Alphas, than the volatile, dull beasts she's
used to. Now, the choice isn't so simple. * * * Of Iron and Gold is a third-person, fantasy romance F/F Omegaverse standalone novel. Contents include:
G!P*, Fempreg*, Omegaverse, and intimate scenes for mature readers. No cliﬀhanger, no rape, no cheating, and no shifters. *See the author's blog
for more details about g!p, fempreg, and other related terms.
An MMMM Mpreg Romance Luthor Publishing
I can't believe my mate is covering for a criminal ...I'm investigating the disappearance of a senator's son, and I can't help but think the man is as
dirty as they come. When I see he's hired Percy to be his lawyer it makes me sick. The alpha is supposed to be my fated mate, but I could never want
a man who protects criminals.Percy's pure heart has him parting ways with the senator and soon we're teaming up to ﬁnd the victim. I'm losing my
heart to the alpha wolf, and there's no place I'd rather be than in his arms.This case is dangerous, and my mate wants me out of harm's way, but I
can't abandon the job or the young man who's in so much danger. Saving the kid could cost me the best relationship I'll ever have, but is it really love
if we allow the innocent to get hurt? Percy and I will need to ﬁnd our balance before our relationship ... and young man's life ... are doomed.
An Omegaverse Mates World Alpha/Omega Mpreg Gay Romance Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
I've been waiting for the right moment to claim my fated mate ...Hogan went through hell in the military, but now that he's in Timberwood Cove for
good it's time to see if something could grow between us. My wolf knows he's my fated mate, and I'm ready to make my move. But when I suddenly
end up with custody of my brother's baby I worry that I've missed my chance again. Can I claim my mate while caring for a kid? Caring for Baek alone
is a hefty task, and when Hogan oﬀers his help I'm quick to accept. I thought I wasn't ready for kids, but with the help of my mate I can do anything.
While our family grows, trouble lurks. My brother isn't a good man, and when he ﬁnds out I have his kid it will put us all at risk. I'll do anything to keep
my new family together. My brother defeated me once before. Am I strong enough to defeat him now?A military man is claimed by his alpha in
Kihyun's Vow, a full length shifter mpreg romance. It is book thirteen in the Timberwood Cove series. Each novel stands alone as these shifters ﬁnd
true love and claim their mates.
Omega's Power Akita StarFire
What would it take to awaken the fury and passion that lies sleeping in the heart of the volcano? Always underestimated, Hephaestus, Lord of the
Forge, has been passed over and forgotten too many times. He’s always been willing to fade into the background, content to support his family in
their search for their sparks. But when the opportunity to prove himself to his father appears in the form of a quest to break the curse that has held
the gods of Olympus captive for centuries, he is the ﬁrst to volunteer. Marco Silva is on a diﬀerent kind of quest -- ﬁve years ago, his twin brother,
Julio, disappeared without a trace and even though everyone believes that he’s gone forever, Marco isn’t convinced and he’ll do anything to discover
the truth. But what Marco doesn’t know, is that his twin brother was beloved of an immortal god, and that his own future is about to change forever.
The Fates have been listening to Hera’s poisonous lies for centuries, can Hephaestus convince them that things have changed, or will the gods be
doomed to their punishment forever? Eternal Fire is book 6 in the New Olympians series. 40,000 words, with a guaranteed HEA featuring a diﬃcult
omega and a shy alpha-god to claim him. ~ NEW OLYMPIANS ~ Book 1 ~ Lightning Strikes (ZEUS) Book 2 ~ Rip Tide (POSEIDON) Book 3 ~ By the
Book (HADES) Book 4 ~ Swift Wings (HERMES) Book 5 ~ Marble Heart (ARES) FREEBIE ~ Immortal’s Wish (Holiday novella) Book 6 ~ Eternal Fire
(HEPHAESTUS)
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